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Abstract

Deep Learning has been in constant development over the last years.
In this project, we present two new problems to solve and our approaches
to achieve it, using the MET Museum images dataset. We are facing
a classification problem, predicting the original culture of each image,
and a regression problem, predicting the approximate year of creation the
artwork.
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1 Introduction

In this project, we present the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York images
dataset [1]. It is a dataset consisting of 406,000 high-resolution images of the
artwork pieces in the collection of the museum. Each image has been provided
with all the information about the object, such as the title, artist, culture,
period, dynasty and construction date among many others. We focused on
the culture and the object date and historical period of each image to solve to
solve two different problems, being one a classification problem and the other a
regression problem.

Classifying an image in our project consists of predicting a label for each
image of the dataset within a predefined set of possible labels. In our case we
tried to use the information of the original culture of every art image instance
to train a model which would then be able to predict this information when
given an image.

A regression problem consists of predicting an output value which can take
continuous values over an interval. In our case we used the information of
the historical period of the images and the information of the approximate
year of construction to build another model which would be able to predict
approximately this year of creation of each artwork when given a new image.

First of all, we will present the dataset that we used to work with these two
problems, and how we cleaned it and built the sub-datasets to be able to work
properly on each task. Then, we explain all the experiments performed and the
results obtained on each one, discussing the steps we took towards the further
tests.
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2 Dataset analysis

The Metropolitan Museum of Art images dataset [1] is a collection of more
than 400,000 high-resolution images of public domain which contain a rich and
organized set of the different artworks in the collection of the museum. It is
a relatively new dataset as it was made publicly accessible in February 2017,
which made images available in the public domain for unrestricted use, and
also made available the data from the entire collection, including information
about every artwork instance such as title, artist, date, medium, and dimensions
among many others. Some of the artwork images can be seen as an example in
[Figure 1].

Figure 1: MET example images

The information of the dataset is included in a big csv file containing all the
information associated with each instance of every single image in the dataset,
with the structure of some of the most important columns showed in [Figure 2].
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Figure 2: MET example images

For this project, we focused on two characteristics of the instances, the
original culture and the historic period or creation date of each object.

2.1 The Cultures problem

The first task we faced is to identify the culture of an artwork object showed in an
image. This task can be seen as an image classification problem, which consists
of assigning every input image one label from a fixed set of categories. The first
part of these tasks always consists in analyzing and cleaning the full dataset to
build a subset of the original dataset prepared and suitable for processing. If we
analyze the full dataset, not all instances are labelled in all of its characteristics
because of historical inaccuracies or because it is unknown to experts. For
instance, in [Figure 2], those instances are not categorized in a specific period
label. We needed to focus on the instances which have a certain culture value for
this task and then analyze the distribution of the different label values. Some
of the labels included in the dataset are showed in the following [Figure 3].

Figure 3: Cultures instances examples

Once the unlabelled instances have been cleaned, we needed to normalize the
names of the cultures instances to group those images which belong to the same
culture under the same culture label. In the previous figure, for example, the
culture values ”German, probably Dresden” and ”Northern Germany” should
belong to the same general label ”Germany”. This should also take into account
other details such as capital letters or derived words. For instance, ”Japan”,
”japan”, or ”japanese” should all belong to the same label ”Japan”.
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Figure 4: Cultures distribution

After normalizing and cleaning the dataset, we obtained a total of 121,621
instances properly labelled with a culture value distributed over a total of 728
different labels. The most frequent cultures, ordered by descending frequency,
are shown in [Figure 4]. From the data, it can be seen that more than 60%
of the instances are distributed over the first seven labels. Given that not all
culture labels have enough instances to be included in the training dataset, we
cropped the number of labels and just considered the ones which have more
than one thousand images available. So if we crop the list of labels with this
criterion we get a total of 15 different classes, from the most popular, ”greek”,
to ”etruscan”. We finally decided to ignore the label ”european”, because it
could lead to inconsistencies or ambiguities during the training procedure: For
instance, a french image could be considered both french and european. In order
to face the training of a model for this task, it is also important to balance the
dataset to avoid possible biases towards the most frequent labels, so we also took
one thousand random images from each of the classes, getting a final dataset of
16,000 images classified into 16 different culture labels.

Once collected the data, we divided it into 3 subsets with an equal distri-
bution of instances for each class. We divided every set of 1000 images of each
class over the three train, validation and test sets: 800 instances for training,
100 instances for validation, and 100 instances for the test. In consequence, the
final volume of the dataset is of 12,000 train images, 1,500 validation images
and 1,500 test images. We needed a measure of success to analyze the perfor-
mance of the model over the different sets. For this, we measured the accuracy
on every experiment by dividing the number of correct label outputs over the
total outputs generated for each set. Accuracy is an appropriate unit of measure
when the dataset is well balanced over all the classes, and in our case we made
sure it was built this way for all sets.
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2.2 The Periods problem

For the second task, we tried to face a regression problem by approximating the
historical period in which each artwork object was created. To achieve this, at
first, we needed to find a way to build a proper dataset suitable for this task. We
studied two ways to face this problem. We first focused on the period values of
each of the instances to approximate its original date of creation. The following
figure [Figure 5] shows some examples of those period values in the original csv
file of information.

Figure 5: Period instances examples

We needed to normalize at this point the period values. Actually we needed
to solve the same problem we had with the previous dataset, which is to find
a normalized value for each label instance that can appear written in difficult
and unprecise ways in the original obtained data. Taking as an example the
values appearing in [Figure 5], we can see labels such as ”Late Neolithic period”
or ”Neolithic period, late Dawenkou culture” which should both belong to the
same period label ”Neolithic”.

After normalizing and cleaning the dataset, we obtained a total of 126,970
instances labelled with a standardized period label value, distributed over a
total of 498 different labels. In this case, taking a threshold of 1,000 instances
per label would give us just 10 labels to work with, as the [Figure 6] shows.
However, since we were trying to solve a regression task, we did not want to
focus on labels. What we needed to find is a time interval with an instance
distribution populated enough to build a well balanced dataset of instances
over this interval. What did is take the first 30 more frequent period labels
shown in [Figure 6] (from archaic to second intermediate period) and build a
distribution of all the instances of these periods over the timeline. Whith this
distribution we tried to find a time period well balanced with enough instances
distributed over the interval to build the dataset and prepare it for the training
process.
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Figure 6: Period instances distribution

After some research, we found an approximate time interval of existence for
each of the period labels. We then built the distribution of all the instances,
assigning a uniformly generated random value within the corresponding inter-
val, and got the distribution over a timeline shown in [Figure 7]. Although we
were solving a regression problem, the values of our interval were not real num-
bers distributed as continuous data. The interval was discretized with natural
numbers representing years, so, in this case, we are not considering fractions of
a year like months or days.

Figure 7: Period instances distribution over time

The distribution, which shows the number of instances over the time split
by years, logically, is not uniformly distributed over time. However, since some
periods have a huge interval of hundreds or thousands of years, the distribution
has some few values at almost every time split and higher peaks of accumulated
instances, which correspond to small period intervals with a great number of
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instances. What we discussed is if we could build a suitable dataset with a
subinterval in time which contained enough instances for the training process.
It seemed that between the years 1400 to 1900, approximately, it could be a
good choice, but all the instances contained in this interval were from Chinese
period labels. Using this data for training would generate a biased model which
would be unpredictable for images from other cultures.

We decided then to change how to face the problem and analyzed the values
of the object date column in the original csv file. Some of those values are shown
in [Figure 8].

Figure 8: Object dates instances examples

We found that not only those values were also written in unprecise ways,
but also frequently appear as an approximate interval instead of a fixed known
date of construction. We found a total of 39,445 instances with a simple year
value and up to 77,441 instances provided with an approximate interval. The
length of the intervals can be very wide, but it varies depending on the years of
the interval. Intervals from later years are more precise and have a few years or
decades of difference, but ancient instances can have wide intervals of hundreds
or even thousands of years, which makes the dataset more imprecise.

Every value needed to be normalized and assigned a single integer year value
for the dataset to be suitable for the training process. To be able to construct
a clean dataset we needed to clean the object date values and, in the cases
that an interval of years was given, we decided to choose a random uniform
value between this interval with equal probability for all the options. After we
obtained all the cleaned values, we computed the distribution of those instances
over the timeline again in [Figure 9].
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Figure 9: Object dates instances distribution

The object specific date is a complex value to be calculated for ancient art-
works, so it makes sense that the great majority of the instances are distributed
over the last 500 years between 1500 and 1900. As we have more instances
available than in the distribution obtained using the periods label values and
the original culture of these objects is less biased, we finally built the dataset
using this last object date years. We focused on the interval between the years
1500 and 1900, and we manually balanced the dataset getting one thousand
images for each 50-year interval. We increased the granularity from one year to
fifty years to avoid unbalances between single years and because it is easier to
balance the dataset with higher intervals. For instance, two consecutive years
may have a very different number of instances, and a gret number of years
have no instances assigned. It would be impossible to balance the dataset for
every single year. As we did for the cultures dataset, we divided the dataset
into a train set, a validation set and a test set with the same proportions. We
kept 800 instances of each 50 year interval for the train set, 100 instances for
the validation set and 100 instances for the test set. The total volume of the
dataset, in this case, is of 6,400 images for the training set, 800 instances for
the validation set, and 800 instances for the test set.
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3 Deep Learning

3.1 A brief introduction

Machine learning is a popular and fast-growing research field which focuses on
developing algorithms and statistical models to make predictions using computer
systems [3]. The algorithms build a mathematical model based on sample data
in order to make predictions without a computer being explicitly programmed to
perform this task. There are two general types of machine learning algorithms.
If sample data is provided with its desired output, it is called supervised learning.
Classification and regression, which are the tasks we are facing in this project,
are examples of supervised learning.

On the other hand, if the inputs do not contain a desired output label,
it is considered unsupervised learning. Unsupervised learning finds previously
unknown structure patterns in a dataset. For instance, cluster analysis is a
technique used in unsupervised learning which focuses on group or segment
data instances with shared features into a determined number of clusters.

Usually, in supervised learning, three different sets are required. During the
learning process, the training set is used for the model to automatically adjust
its internal parameters to fit the desired output data. The performance of the
model after training is evaluated, but it is not sufficient to conclude that the
model has a good performance on the problem since the result is biased against
the dataset, it is ”forced” to achieved good results on this data. A new set called
the validation set is used to evaluate the model’s performance on different data
and analyze if the training fitting generalizes.

Figure 10: Training fitting example

When the model cannot adequately fit the data and is not able to solve the
problem, it is said that is underfitting. For instance, a linear model predicting
non-linear data would produce poor performance after training, as shown in
[Figure 10]. However, if the model fits too closely a particular set of data by
forcing it to reduce the training error, it leads to good performance on training
data, but poor generalization performance when provided with new different
data [Figure 10]. When a model fits too much a training set it is said to be
overfitted.
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The validation set is then used to tune the model hyperparameters in the
means of achieving greater generalization performance if needed. Again, the
measure of performance over the validation set would not be sufficient to con-
clude that the model has a satisfactory performance since it would be biased
against our hyperparameter configuration. A new final set called the test set is
used to obtain the final performance measure of the model for further evaluation.

Conventional machine learning techniques required considerable expertise to
transform input data into a suitable feature vector representation which allowed
a learning system to detect or classify patterns in the input.

Nevertheless, deep learning [7] is a representation learning method which
allows the system to automatically discover representations of raw data needed,
with multiple levels of representations obtained composing non-linear modules
which each transform the representation of data into a more abstract repre-
sentation. With the composition of several transformations, the algorithm can
amplify important characteristics of the input data for discrimination, and sup-
press irrelevant variations. So, deep learning has turned out to be very good at
discovering intricate structures in high dimensional data and has been applied
to many domains of science and business, besides it has beaten records in im-
age recognition tasks which is the reason we are applying this strategy in our
project.

3.2 Architectures

We worked in this project with a particular machine learning technique called
neural networks, and more precisely, convolutional neural networks. The first
models for neural networks appeared on 1943, proposed by McCulloch and Pitts
[4]. Those basic models have been around for several years and consist of a set
of neurons organized in layer structures with each layer connected to the others,
forming a network.

The atomic elements in these networks are the neurons. What we call a
”neuron” in an artificial neural network is a mathematical approximation of a
real biological neuron in a human brain. Our brain contains billions of connected
neurons, forming a neural network. This biological structure inspired the first
artificial neural network models in an attempt to imitate the learning processes
that our brain is able to achieve during a lifetime.
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Figure 11: Biological neuron, a figure from ucsdnews.ucsd.edu.

A single biological neuron [Figure 10] receives signals from other neurons
through its dendrite terminals. These signals, through chemical processes, may
activate an electrical impulse which is propagated through the axon and fed to
forward neurons connected to its axon terminals.

In an attempt to build this structure in a mathematical way, and as we
mentioned, the model of an artificial neuron was initially proposed by McCulloch
and Pitts [4].

Figure 12: Artificial neuron, a figure from medium.com.

The model simplified the structure of a biological neuron in a mathematical
way. An artificial neuron like the one showed in [Figure 11] computes a weighted
linear combination of certain input signals, coming from other neurons, and
generates an output signal through an activation function of the input. The
output is forwarded to other neurons, forming a network similar to our brain’s
neural network but highly simplified.
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Figure 13: Simple neural network structure, a figure from Wikipedia.

As stated, a simple artificial neural model is built to imitate the learning
process in a biological brain. In this process, neuron connections are successively
stimulated and become stronger by repetition. The same idea applies to the
learning process (also known as training phase) in an artificial neural network. In
the example of a simple fully-connected feed-forward network shown in [Figure
12] the learning would occur when given a three-dimensional input vector feeding
the input layer of the network, the parameters are adjusted to minimize the error
of the desired output. Each weight of each input connection in a neuron is a
parameter of the network, which is updated at each step during the training
procedure and can be strengthed if it brings significant discerning information
for the problem.

A convolutional neural network adds to this simple neural network structures
non-linear layers. These convolution networks are designed to process two or
three-dimensional data structures, or tensors, such as images because they are
better suited to exploit spatial correlation in this kind of data.

The first layer in such a network is always one or several convolution layers
which compute convolutions with a set of filters over the input image (or any two
or three-dimensional array). Convolution layers are used to help reduce some
features of the input, which may not be useful for the training process, and
simplify the data to optimize this process in terms of time and computation.
A convolution consists of a conversion between a two-dimensional tensor to
another through a kernel of weights.

Figure 14: Convolution sliding kernel, a figure from Wikipedia.
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The kernel is slide across the input data and performs an elementwise multi-
plication of the elements inside the window at each position, as shown in [Figure
13], and then sums up the values to produce a single output value for each posi-
tion. The sliding process produces a matrix of features, allowing the network to
find patterns in the input regardless of its spatial location. Using different filter
banks will allow the model to find and extract different patterns in an image
without the need of learning the same pattern for every location.

Figure 15: Convolutional layer, a figure from Wikipedia.

During the learning process, each filter in the convolution is slide across
the width and height of the image, producing another 2-dimensional activation
map which contains the responses of that filter at every position. The network
will learn which filters activate relevant discriminative information for the task.
These layers are stacked over the depth of the network to produce an output
vector of abstracted features of the image.

Convolution layers are built with four parameters to adjust the desired con-
volution, which are the filter size, the number of filters applied, the stride and
padding. The stride indicates the number of positions that the filter window
jumps after every windowed value computation. When the input size does not
fit perfectly, the filter size padding is applied, which adds 0 values to the edges
of the input to fit the filter sizes.

In the example in [Figure 14], let us suppose we have 224x244 sized input
images with three channels. If we convolve 5 filters of size 4x4 with stride 4, the
output size will follow the next expression:

W − Fw + 2P

S
+ 1 (1)

H − Fh + 2P

S
+ 1 (2)

Where W and H are the width and height of the input, Fw and Fh are
the width and height of the filters, and P and S are the padding and stride
applied. In consequence, following the expression in our case, the output size of
the convolution in [Figure 14] is 55x55x5.

It is common to periodically insert a pooling layer between successive convo-
lutional layers to reduce the size of these spatial representations and the amount
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of computations in the network. A pooling layer applies filters through the full
width and height of the output of a convolution layer to downsample the data
using the max function.

Figure 16: Pooling layer, a figure from Wikipedia.

In this example, it is shown how a 2x2 pooling layer with a stride of 2 works.
As seen by the colors, it takes the maximum value in each of the four separated
windowed steps, producing a new downsampled array.

3.2.1 AlexNet

During the year 2012 an innovative architecture of a convolutional neural net-
work was presented by Alex Krizhevsky in [5]. The architecture they pro-
posed contained eight layers, including five convolutional layers and three fully-
connected layers.

Figure 17: AlexNet architecture, a figure from ResearchGate.

AlexNet takes an RGB three-channel image with size 227x227 as input. The
first convolutional layer uses 96 filters of size 11x11 and stride 4, which gives an
output size of 55x55x96. Following the convolutions described in [Figure 16],
and taking into account that some MaxPool layers are used after convolutions, it
finally gets a 4096 size vector after convolution 5. This vector is passed through
a fully-connected hidden layer and ends in a softmax output layer with size 1000.
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The standard way to model neuron outputs at the time AlexNet was presented
was with the activation function:

f(x) = tanh(x) (3)

but the paper showed that convolutional neural networks trained with sat-
urating non-linearities like the previous function were much slower in terms of
training time than those using the non-saturating funtion:

f(x) = max(0, x) (4)

Neurons using this type of non-linearity are referred as Rectified Linear Units
(ReLU).

AlexNet was presented as one of the largest convolutional networks to date
which achieved by far the best results in the ImageNet subsets used in the
ILSVRC-2010 and ILSVRC-2012 competitions. The final results presented were
a top-5 test error rate of 17% at ILSVRC-2010, while the best performance until
this date was of 28,2%.

The dataset used as a metric of success, ImageNet [6], is the most popular
project for research in the fields of Deep Learning and Computer Vision. It
consists of a large dataset of more than 14 million images annotated describing
which objects are pictured in every image. ImageNet contains more than 20000
categories of objects such as animals, vehicles, plants or many others. The
leading researcher of ImageNet Fei-Fei Li began working on the dataset on 2006
and in 2010 proposed a competition in which the teams would evaluate their
algorithms or architectures on the given dataset and compete to get the higher
accuracy. The resulting ImageNet challenge, called ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVR) uses a subset of ImageNet with roughly 1000
images in each of 1000 different categories. In all, there are available roughly 1.2
million training images, 50,000 validation images, and 150,000 testing images.

3.2.2 VGG (from Visual Geometry Group)

After the success of AlexNet, convolutional neural networks became more pop-
ular over time, and numerous attempts were made to improve the original ar-
chitecture presented by Alex Krizhevsky in a bid to achieve better accuracy.
Zeiler & Fergus, 2013 were the best performing submission in ILSVR-2013,
using smaller window size and smaller stride for the first convolution layer. An-
other line of improvements by Sermanet et al., 2014 dealt with training the
networks densely over the whole image and on multiple scales. However, in the
same year 2014, Karen Simonyan and Andrew Zisserman came up with a more
accurate network architecture by modifying its depth [8].
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Figure 18: VGG architecture, a figure from ResearchGate.

The architecture basically added more convolution layers, taking RGB three-
channel images of size 224x224 as inputs, and used small receptive convolution
filters of size 3x3 recurring every position (with a stride value of 1), instead of
the 11x11 or 5x5 filters used in the AlexNet architecture. After the stack of
convolution layers, there were the same three fully-connected layers which were
used in AlexNet, with a hidden layer size of 4096 and a softmax output layer
of size 1000, according to the number of classes in the ILSVRC contest. The
results of this architecture in the competition, outperformed the previous ones,
increasing its performance in terms of test results from a 17% top-5 error rate
in Krizhevsky’s work to a 7.3%, increasing the depth of the net from 8 layers
up to 19.

3.2.3 ResNet (Residual Neural Network)

While in previous researches, the depth of networks seemed to be of crucial
importance for their performances, it also made the architectures more complex
and difficult to train. In further experiments, deeper networks started to show
a degradation problem during training processes, with final accuracy getting
saturated and training error increased as more layers were added to deep models.
So Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren and Jian Sun proposed in [9]
in 2015 that increasing network performance was not as easy as stacking more
layers. They introduced the concept of ”shortcut” or ”skip” connections in
network architectures.
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Figure 19: A residual block, a figure from ResearchGate.

These connections arise from the idea that, while deeper networks showed a
worse training performance, if a deeper network was built by stacking identity
transformations, it would show the same performance as the simpler architec-
ture. So if each stacked block in the network is provided with an skip connection,
the training process will learn which blocks are not useful and will be able to
skip them with these connections. Using this kind of architecture, they built
different models and were able to stack up to 152 layers with skip connections
which improved the results up to date in the ILSVRC contest, achieving a top-5
error rate of just 3.6%.
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4 Training processes and results

At this point where everything was ready, we started the training experiments.
In this section we are going to describe the different experiments we performed,
and discuss the results we obtained.

For this project, we used the open-source machine learning framework Py-
torch [12], which provides tensor computing with strong acceleration via graphic
processing units (GPUs), and we programmed the training scripts using Python
v3.6 language. We were trying to train deep neural networks using a dataset
of thousands of high-resolution images. These experiments required a lot of
computation power, and a lot of time to obtain some results. For this project,
we have worked with two different nodes of the MareNostrum supercomputer,
CTE - Power and MinoTauro [2]. We used these machines to execute each of the
training processes and speed them to be able to try all the possible experiments
we wanted to perform. While a common pc machine would take days, or even
weeks, to finish a 25-epoch run of a training process, we were able to train each
configuration within just some hours, from 5 to 10 approximately for each run.

4.1 Cultures experiments

As explained before, this task consisted of a classification problem over the
dataset and the classes we described in the previous sections. In this section,
we are going to analyze the results we obtained based on the accuracy measure.
As stated previously, accuracy is an appropriate measure of performance in this
case since the dataset is perfectly balanced because that is the way we built it.

The first approach we used is to build the three architectures described
before (Alexnet, VGG and ResNet) in Pytorch, and use them to train and see
which first results we could obtain in this problem [Figure 20-21].

Figure 20: Architectures comparative in training set
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Figure 21: Architectures comparative in training set

What we first noticed is that the three architectures have a similar perfor-
mance in terms of training accuracy. During the process, VGG architecture
seems to train and converge faster than the rest, but the three of them are able
to achieve a good training accuracy near 100%. Nevertheless, if we take a look
at the performance in the validation set, we observe that all architectures have
a great overfit at some point, and are not able to generalize the learning proce-
dure. In fact, in the curves of the training set accuracy, we can guess at which
point the network is starting to overfit by the form it takes of a double con-
vergence. However, the ResNet architecture has the worst performance in the
validation set, while the other, AlexNet and VGG perform similarly and overfit
at around 45% accuracy in the validation set. At this point and given the results
obtained, we discarded the ResNet architecture and continued working with the
other two. At first we performed experiments with the VGG network which
converges faster, and then we checked the same experiments with AlexNet to
see if the two networks make a difference in the results obtained.

In the next experiment, we progressively modified the number of hidden
neurons in the architecture of the VGG network to find an optimal configuration
which is able to train and achieve a good accuracy on the training set but also
has the minimum number of neurons in the hidden layer. With this process we
are reducing the complexity of the network, which can help reduce overfitting
[Figure 22-23].
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Figure 22: Architectures comparative in training set

Figure 23: Architectures comparative in validation set

What we observe is that configurations of 256 and 512 hidden neurons are
able to train relatively fast enough to perform the further experiments, and
obtain an accuracy again near 100%. If we take a look at the accuracy curves
in the validation set, both configurations perform similarly, and again overfit
at around 45% accuracy. The rest of the configurations take longer to train
and converge, either on the train set or the validation set. From this point we
focused on the VGG network architecture, with a configuration of 256 neurons
on the hidden layer, which is the simpler configuration we could obtain which
performed sufficiently good.

The configuration we were using for each network architecture, allows as
input a small image size of 224x224 and the three RGB channels. However,
the original images we are using are of high-resolution, with sizes from 1,000
to 2,000 pixels on each side. To be able to train them, we have been applying
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a resize for the images and a center crop, which consists of ignoring the pixels
outside a defined box size surrounding the center point of the image. We applied
this center crop to make sure the images we use as input to the net are of the
desired squared form and size. When we are rescaling each high-resolution
image, we may be losing relevant information to the network to be able to train
or generalize better the problem. So, the experiment we performed was to add
convolutional layers at the beginning of the network to allow the architecture
to process larger images [Figure 24-25].

Figure 24: Network size comparative in training set

Figure 25: Network size comparative in validation set

The result we obtained showed that clearly the image size did not affect the
training process. The curves of each the training and the validation process are
almost equal, and in fact a larger size even shows a slightly worst performance
than the original resized image with the original architecture. So basically we
did not modify the architecture and kept working with rescaled images that
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showed not to have lost any relevant information which could help the training
process.

Since working with larger images did not work and we now clearly have an
overfitting problem, we focused on reducing it, and trying to obtain a better per-
formance on the validation set by applying different regularization techniques.

The first technique we applied was to add dropout rates at the fully-connected
layers. Dropout consists of ignoring units, or neurons, in those layers. By ig-
noring, it means some neurons are not considered during a particular forward
or backward step. During the training phase, at each step individual nodes are
dropped out of the net with probability p and kept in the network with proba-
bility 1-p, being p the dropout rate, obtaining a reduced network at each step
[Figure] [10] [11].

Figure 26: Dropout example, a figure from Medium.com

The use of dropout basically punishes the training process of the network
by cropping connections but, what its use also allows, is to keep the network
from learning irrelevant features which produce the overfitting. Basically, using
this technique, we want to trade training performance for better generalization
[Figure 27-28].

Figure 27: Dropout rates comparative in training set
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Figure 28: Dropout rates comparative in validation set

What the experiment showed, as expected, was a gradual worst performance
in the training set as we increased the probability of neurons being dropped
from the fully-connected layers. However, this behaviour does not replicate in
the validation set. Although the difference is not significant enough, in the
accuracy curves from the validation set, it can be seen that drop rates of 0.4-
0.6 perform better over time than without applying drops on random neurons.
They take longer to converge but at some point outperform the accuracy of the
0 rate by two to five percentage points.

Another regularization technique we used was called batch-normalization.
While we normalize the input layer by adjusting and scaling activations, when
applying batch normalization on other layers, we alseo normalize the output of
the previous activation layers by subtracting the batch mean and dividing by
the batch standard deviation. This normalization increases the stability of the
network, can allow it to train faster, but more important in this case, is that it
can help the network to generalize the training and reduce overfitting [Figure
29-30].
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Figure 29: Batch normalization usage comparative in training set

Figure 30: Batch normalization usage comparative in validation set

When using, in this case, batch normalization, it actually worsened the train-
ing performance and converged slowly but achieved a good overall training ac-
curacy. What the accuracy curves in validation showed is that using batch
normalization did not help reduce overfitting and converged equally in both
cases.

After we tried several regularization techniques using the VGG architecture,
which did not make significant increases in its performance for the problem, we
also performed some experiments with the AlexNet architecture, applying those
same techniques to check if it can perform better at the end than the different
configurations we tried for the VGG architecture.
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Figure 31: Alexnet dropout rates comparative in training set

Figure 32: Alexnet dropout rates comparative in validation set

Comparing this experiment of applying dropout rates [Figure 31-32] with
the results obtained using the VGG architecture, we observe that they per-
form equally. Drop rates of 0.4 or 0.6, or even 0.8, show a slower convergence
and worse training performance, but at convergence time they seem to perform
slightly better than without applying neuron drops. However, there is no dif-
ference between the performances of both networks. Still, we also evaluated the
results when applying batch normalization [Figure 32-33].
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Figure 33: Alexnet batch normalization usage comparative in training set

Figure 34: Alexnet batch normalization usage comparative in validation set

While applying batch normalization between layers do seem to improve train-
ing performance and converge faster, the behaviour the network showed on val-
idation was much worse than expected, not only showing no improvement but
worsening convergence. Using batch normalization, the network was not able
to generalize as much as without using it, converging at around 35% accuracy,
while it was able to show up to 45% validation accuracy.

To conclude with the classification problem, and since we could not obtain
many improvements by applying regularization techniques, we observed the per-
formance in the validation set of the network by analyzing the confusion matrix
generated between all the culture classes [Figure 35].
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Figure 35: Confusion matrix of the classifications over the validation set. Pre-
dicted values are in rows, and original labels are in columns.

What the figure shows is the number of times a class was predicted over
the original class of each image (which correspond to the column values). For
instance and given those values, an image from the class ”greek” was predicted as
”etruscan” up to 9 times. Furthermore, the other way around, an image from the
class ”etruscan” was predicted as ”greek” 8 times. The green diagonal represents
the correct predictions of the network, while every value outside these boxes is
an error. We marked in red the top seven class confusions. When analyzing
this result, we observed that the classes which get worst performance and more
variance are french, british and italian. In fact, all cultures from Europe, such
as the previously mentioned, seem to be correlated, and the network is maybe
not able to separate them properly.

Another relation that seems to arise from these results is the correlation
between roman and etruscan images. In fact, roman images are confused as
etruscan far many more times than confused with any other cultures.

Another characteristic which can be observed is that china got a highly
variant distribution over the classes, and most importantly over the european
classes. One could think it makes more sense that china could be confused with
japan for example, but it is not how it worked in our scenario. It can depend
on the type of images we have in this set, and we could analyze in future works
why all these correlations happen, but the number of images is not big enough
to extract solid conclusions.
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4.2 Periods experiments

To face this problem, the architectures of the network needed to be modified.
Previously we explained that the different architectures ended with a softmax
fully-connected layer of size as much neurons as the number of classes of the
classification problem. In this case we did not have classes, we had a single
output value which takes real number values over a given interval (although
we rounded them up to integers after obtaining an output year). This output
was predicted with a single output neuron. We also normalized the values of
the interval to take values between 0 and 1, being 0 the lowest possible value
of our time interval, and 1 the highest value. In this case, we could not use
accuracy as a measure of performance. Instead, we used the mean error of the
output predicted year over the real expected value to analyze the results of each
experiment and to see if the network is training correctly.

The first experiment, as we did for the cultures classification problem, was
to try the same three different architectures and compare their performances on
both the training set and the validation set [Figure 36-37].

Figure 36: Arquitectures comparative in training set
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Figure 37: Arquitectures comparative in validation set

What we observed is that the three architectures were not able to learn
much from the problem. As we took a closer look at the scale of the figures, in
the first 5 epochs the three of the architectures achieved to reduce the output
error by a few years and then they were not able to keep reducing the error,
being limited to 90 to 95 years of mean error. However, the ResNet architecture
appeared to be more unstable and produced pronounced peaks of deviations
in the training set. What we saw in the validation curves of the error is that
none of the features that the networks could have learned in the training set
generalized and reduced the error in this validation set. The mean error, in this
case, oscillated between the same values throughout the whole duration of the
training.

Moreover, the same behavior that the ResNet architecture showed in the
training set replicates in the validation set. In this case, we also decided to
work with the AlexNet and VGG architectures. As we did in the cultures
problem, we tried to modify the size of the hidden layer in both architectures
to see if this could affect the training process and if we could obtain a simplified
architecture which works well on this dataset [Figure 38-39].
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Figure 38: Alexnet size comparative in training set

Figure 39: Alexnet size comparative in validation set

By modifying the size in the AlexNet architecture, the training did not seem
to obtain better results. All sizes showed the same behavior in this case, but with
the higher number of hidden neurons showing to train slightly better, although
the difference was not significant enough. The behavior in the validation set still
was the same as in the previous experiment, which showed that the mean error
of the output in this set oscillated but did not show an error reduction. This
means that the network was not learning any generalization features, and the
features which were learned in the training set, contributed just in overfitting
the model.
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Figure 40: VGG size comparative in training set

Figure 41: VGG size comparative in validation set

We repeated the experiment of modifying the hidden layer size but with
the VGG architecture this time [Figure 40-41]. In this case the different sizes
also showed the same behavior. While at first some features were learnt and
the mean error was reduced, all the different sizes of the network got stuck at
the same level, oscillating at around 98 years of mean output error value. The
curves of error in validation set did not show any improvements from previous
experiments, and, as the other curves showed, did not seem to learn any relevant
features as the error was not reduced through the whole training process. So,
after trying different architectures with different sizes, and without being able to
get significant relevant results for the regression problem, as a last experiment,
we tried to apply the dropout regularization technique, to try to see if it could
help the network to learn better generalization features or not [Figure 42-43].
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Figure 42: Alexnet dropout rates comparative in training set

Figure 43: Alexnet dropout rates comparative in validation set

After applying different dropout rates, what we observed is that the curves
of the error in the training set learned slower than without dropping neurons
(with 0.0 drop rate). This behavior was expected as we were penalizing the
fully-connected layers and avoiding them to maximize its parameters quickly,
and we did also see this result in the previous classification problem. However,
this did not either seem to affect the training process in the validation set, as
we did not achieve to get the model to learn some relevant generalized features
from the training set.
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5 Conclusions

Deep Learning has allowed us to work with high-resolution images in the aim
to solve a classification and a regression problem.

Working with a dataset of artworks from different cultures and periods of
time is an innovative research in the field of Deep Learning, and has demon-
strated to be a challenging task. Since we have been working with images of
all kinds of artworks, not only paintings or sculptures but also ceramics, old
dresses, furniture, and other different elements, the task of predicting either the
original culture of the item or the approximate year of construction is a difficult
problem which requires to learn very specific features from each image.

While trying to solve a problem with Deep Learning, the construction of
the dataset is the key step to achieve better results. Before the start of any
experiments or training processes, we need to be sure that the dataset is well
built and suitable for what we are trying to solve. Since usually we want to have
as many images as possible for the different training or validation sets, we got
as many images as we could obtain after cleaning the dataset and defining each
label or year for each image. Both datasets are not especially big for working
with Deep Learning and convolutional neural networks.

For the classification task, and after all the experiments, we obtained an
accuracy in the validation set of around 48% of correct predictions at the best
case. Taking into account that we have up to 15 different labels our solution is
much better than a random guess, which would be equal to the 6.7% probability
of guessing the correct label, so we conclude it is a good first approach for a
solution of the problem. However, the results in the regression task were not
satisfactory, and we did not achieve to get the model to learn significant features,
while some others were learnt for the training set. It can be used as a starting
point in the aim of solving this problem, but some more work can be done here
to find a good first approach for the solution.

Another main problem we had was from overfitting in both of the tasks but
especially in the classification problem, and it may be due to that the training
and validation sets are different and contain some different types of images. For
instance, if there are not any ceramics in the training set, an image of ceramics
in the validation set can not be well predicted. Alternatively, two different
paintings from two different authors from the same culture can be too different
and not predicted properly if they are not well represented in each set of images.

For next steps of the project, and aiming to achieve better results, we would
work on studying or analyzing if some data augmentation could be performed,
which could help reduce overfitting and improve the training process by supply-
ing the network with more relevant features.

After the datasets are rebuilt and have a significantly amount of new data,
some new techniques can be explored such as new architectures or regulariza-
tions. When the datasets are big enough, and if an overfit still occurs, we could
obtain an in-depth analysis of which features ore correlations between different
images are affecting the model to overfit.
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